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Games are awesome. They improve your imagination by making you a hero 
of different fantastic battles – a perfect escape from the daily routine. Every 
gamer always has to win, so he needs a trusty sidekick. No mouse/keyboard 
is right for every gamer, however, and which one you will need depends on 
both your gaming habits and your budget. For example, gamers are often 
distrustful of wireless mice, and with good reason — this type of mice often 
prone to lag and miss commands. 
CANYON Gaming gears are designed according to high European quality 
standards. Testing of gaming capabilities, developing the ergonomic design 
and chosing of function buttons has been executed in close cooperation with 
one of the best professional cyber sports teams.
To ensure high quality of Canyon products, all of them are subject of 2-steps 
testing. Moreover, Canyon Gaming Series has bright eye-catching design 
that will definitely attract attention of an experienced gamer.

Canyon has expanded its range of gaming gear to 
fit every gamers’ style! Welcome our new series 
inspired by fabulous star wars and battles from 
fancy books and movies. After all, they laid impetus 
to the development of modern technology. Conquer 
space, destroy enemies, develop extraterrestrial 
civilizations - Canyon gaming gadgets will be your 
faithful assistants in those virtual worlds.
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Connectivity Technology Wired

Interface USB

Number of Buttons 4

Key/Button Functions Scrolling

Max&Min Movement Resolution 800 dpi, 1200 dpi, 1600 dpi

Pointing Device Technology optical

Mouse Features
Top cover with rubber coating

LED backlight: Blue

Max movement speed 37 iPS

Max acceleration 15g

Response rate 125Hz

Frame rate 4000FPS

Certifications cE, RoHS

External Color  Black /gray

Included Accessories gift stickers

Package style Premium carton box with velcro

Package Type Retail with hanger

Jedi gaming mouse will be appreciated by gamers who prefer bright look and smooth shape. 
the surface of the mouse is covered with smooth gloss finish, which makes it pleasant to the 
touch.

this mouse has no excessive functionality and you can, as well, enjoy using it in your everyday 
office work, not only in gaming sessions. CaNYON Jedi is reliable and stylish manipulator, 
designed for long-term use. You will appreciate the ergonomic shape and high quality. this is 
excellent choice for beginners.

Jedi UNiVeRSAL 
GAMiNG MOUSe

CNs-SGM4B 8717371864378

CNs-SGM4g 8717371864385
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Thanks to a successful form factor, the device is equally convenient to fit both right and left 

hand. In addition, a well-designed hull form allows you to apply different types of grip. While 

holding controller in your hands you can feel the balance of mass and size of the device. The 

main keys are very responsive, pressing is relatively easy. Besides the main keys, there are 

additional four buttons. It is possible to reprogram these additional keys and tie up all the 

necessary functions to them.

Skyhook mouse is the flagship of the «Star Battle» gaming line by Canyon. It personifies all 

the desired benefits – form, functionality, convenience. It will become a reliable teammate at a 

battle!

SkyhOOk 
eLeGANT GAMiNG 
MOUSe

CNd-SGM5 8717371864514
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Connectivity Technology
Braided cable with magnetic

ferrite ring

Interface USB

Number of Buttons 6 programmable

Max&Min Movement Resolution
400 dpi – no color; 800 dpi - Red; 

1600 dpi –yellow; 3200 dpi - green;

Pointing Device Technology optical

Mouse Features
Top cover with “wire print” 

technology;  

 LED backlight: green 

Max movement speed 60 iPS

Max acceleration 30g

Response rate 125/500/1000Hz

Frame rate 3600FPS

Certifications cE, RoHS

External Color graphite

Included Accessories gift stickers

Package style Premium carton box with magnet

Package Type Retail with hanger

SiX PrOGraMMable 
bUttONS 

Play and enjoy the virtual world, using standard settings, or customize 
functions of the buttons

PrOFeSSiONal teCHNiCal 
CHaraCteriStiCS

Mouse has well balanced set of professional technical characteristics, 
appropriate for professional devices. Optical sensor with a maximum 
resolution of 3200 DPI, supports the maximum frequency of 1000 Hz 
and acceleration of 30g

SeNSitiVitY VariatiONS

Adjust your movements for yourself! Four levels of sensor 
sensitivity will easily allow you to be sniper at the ambushes 
or participate in the epic battles, and assigned colors to 
each DPI will not allow you to get confused.

briGHt DeSiGN

The top cover of the device is covered with wearproof materials by 
special technology «wire print»

Stylish LED elements, turn your device into a real spacecraft 
of the future.

FirM DeSiGN

Mouse case is made of lightweight, durable 
and high quality plastic. Button mechanism can 

withstand heavy loads and can bear up to 10 
million keystrokes.



TyRANT 
STyLiSh GAMiNG 
MOUSe

Tyrant mouse from «Star Battles» series has been designed for those 

who prefer pleasant-touch quality finishing. The surface of this model is 

presented in two versions - smooth-glossy and soft-touch. Weight and 

dimensions are matched so well, that after 2-3 hours of active use you will 

barely feel the mouse in your hand. The device is designed for an average 

hand size. Will Tyrant help you to win? Absolutely! The unprecedented 

accuracy will reduce the number of your faults during the game and striking 

design will emphasize your individuality and character. Play your favorite 

games with this mouse, and you will be on the top!

CND-SGM7B 8717371864392

CND-SGM7G 8717371864408
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SiX PrOGraMMable 
bUttONS 

Play and enjoy the virtual world, using standard settings, or customize 
functions of the buttons

PrOFeSSiONal teCHNiCal 
CHaraCteriStiCS 

Mouse has well balanced set of professional technical characteristics, 
appropriate for professional devices. Optical sensor with a maximum 
resolution of 3200 DPI, supports the maximum frequency of 1000 Hz 
and acceleration of 30g

SeNSitiVitY VariatiONS

Adjust your movements for yourself! Four levels of sensor 
sensitivity will easily allow you to be sniper at the ambushes 
or participate in the epic battles, and assigned colors to 
each DPI will not allow you to get confused.

briGHt DeSiGN

Canyon SGM7 has two original designs: rubberized coating «Soft 
touch» and trendy gloss graphite. Stylish LED elements, turns your 

device into a real spacecraft of the future.

FirM DeSiGN

Mouse case is made of lightweight, durable 
and high quality plastic. Button mechanism can 

withstand heavy loads and can bear up to 10 
million keystrokes.

Connectivity Technology
Braided cable with magnetic

ferrite ring

Interface USB

Number of Buttons 6 programmable

Max&Min Movement Resolution
400 dpi – no color; 800 dpi - Red; 

1600 dpi –yellow; 3200 dpi - green;

Pointing Device Technology optical

Mouse Features
Top cover with rubber coating/UV  

graphite; LED backlight: Blue 

Max movement speed 60 iPS

Max acceleration 30g

Response rate 125/500/1000Hz

Frame rate 3600FPS

Certifications cE, RoHS

External Color graphite/ Black Rubber coating

Included Accessories gift sticker

Package style Premium carton box with magnet

Package Type Retail with hanger



PAiNTbALL GAMiNG MOUSe 
CND-SGM8 8717371864156

Mouse CANYON SGM8, despite its modest classical shape without 

numerous buttons and sophisticated forms, shows fantastic performance 

and balanced ergonomic design, thereby naturally fits user’s hand. These 

factors provide device’s universality and allow you to use it in daily 

work, as well as, for Sunday «shooters» sessions. When connected to a 

stationary PC, manipulator comes to a life before one’s eyes. In complete 

darkness, light is simply mesmerizing and, moreover, mouse  provokes 

unprecedented interest among all the people around.



PrOFeSSiONal teCHNiCal 
CHaraCteriStiCS

Mouse has well balanced set of professional technical characteristics, 
appropriate for professional devices. Optical sensor with a maximum 
resolution of 3500 DPI, supports the maximum frequency of 1000 Hz and 
acceleration of 20g

SeNSitiVitY VariatiONS

Adjust your movements for yourself! Five levels of sensor 
sensitivity will easily allow you to be sniper at the ambushes 
or participate in the epic battles.

briGHt DeSiGN

The top cover of the device is covered with wearproof materials by 
special technology «wire print». Stylish LED elements, turn your 

device into a real spacecraft of the future.

FirM DeSiGN

Mouse case is made of lightweight, durable 
and high quality plastic. Button mechanism can 

withstand heavy loads and can bear up to 10 
million keystrokes.

Connectivity Technology
Braided cable with magnetic

ferrite ring

Interface USB

Number of Buttons 4

Max&Min Movement Resolution 500/1000/1500/2000/3500 dpi

Pointing Device Technology optical

Mouse Features
Top cover with rubber coating; 

LED backlight: Blue 

Max movement speed 60 iPS

Max acceleration 20g

Response rate 125/250/500/1000Hz

Frame rate 6666FPS

Certifications cE, RoHS

External Color black/gray

Included Accessories gift stickers

Package style Premium carton box with magnet

Package Type Retail with hanger



hAzARd 
GAMiNG MOUSe

Mouse CANYON series «Hazard» is the beginning of the collection with unique characteristics 

and design. Comfortable and ergonomic mouse combines practicality and extreme design. 

The main element of «Hazard» series is dynamic games in which you can feel in full capabilities 

of the controller. Existence of seven programmable buttons helps gamers instantly to activate 

the desired function in the midst of the play.

Mouse has 64K of own memory for settings saving, what is especially useful when working 

with different computers. While working on the mouse development, our engineers collected 

plenty of commentaries from professional gamers. That is why the symmetrical shape of 

«Hazard» fits different grip sizes and hands. No matter which hand you play and what type 

of grip you use, this mouse tightly and comfortably fits your hand, so you can play much 

longer. Comfortable housing and minimum of decorative elements allow focusing on the game 

without looking aside at the equipment.

CND-SGM6 8717371865184



SeVeN PrOGraMMable 
bUttONS 

Play and enjoy the virtual world using standard settings or customize 
functions of the buttons

PrOFeSSiONal teCHNiCal 
CHaraCteriStiCS 

Mouse has well balanced set of professional technical characteristics, 
appropriate for professional devices. Premiere optical sensor with a 
maximum resolution of 3500 DPI, supports the maximum frequency of 
1000 Hz and acceleration of 20g

SeNSitiVitY VariatiONS

Adjust your movements for yourself! Four levels of sensor 
sensitivity will easily allow you to be sniper at the ambushes or 
participate in the epic battles, and assigned colors to each DPI 
will not allow you to get confused.

YOUr PrOFile at tHe DeViCe MeMOrY

The presence of internal memory allows you to program necessary 
buttons on the device for certain games and these settings will be 
available even if you change your PC

briGHt DeSiGN

Canyon SGM7 has breathtaking aggressive appearance. Stylish LED 
elements, turn your device into a real spacecraft of the future.

FirM DeSiGN

Mouse housing is made of innovative alloy «Avial» (Aluminium 
alloy), which is used in aircraft construction. Push-button 

mechanism is specifically designed by Canyon engineers and 
has exceptional reliability. It can withstand heavy loads and 

bear up to 20 million keystrokes.

Connectivity Technology
Braided cable with magnetic

ferrite ring

Interface USB

Number of Buttons 7 programmable

Max&Min Movement Resolution
500 dpi – no color; 800 dpi – orange; 

1600 dpi –yellow; 3500 dpi – Blue;

Pointing Device Technology optical 

Mouse Features
Top cover with rubber coating;  

LED backlight: 9 colors

Max movement speed 60 iPS

Max acceleration 20g

Memory capacity 64Kb

Response rate 125/250/500/1000Hz

Frame rate 6666FPS

Certifications cE, RoHS

External Color Black  

Included Accessories gift stickers

Package style Premium carton box with magnet

Package Type Retail with hanger



WhAT iS The beST GAMiNG keybOARd?

Buying a keyboard for true PC gamers is important but not the easy process. 

What is more important for you? Programmable keys? Good lighting? Multimedia 
buttons? USB and headphone socket? The presence of numerous of different 
functions can confuse you and make the selection process more complex.

So if you are looking for the best gaming keyboard, here is a checklist of the 
most important features:

Game mode – blocking of Windows button, to prevent accidental switching to the desktop.

Backlit keys – thanks to backlit it is much easier to read the keys in the dark and find 
necessary ones.

Multimedia control – allows you to control the volume and music without switching to the 
desktop.

Programmable keys – allows you to program some or all keys for different game actions (or 
sequence) with macros.



GAMiNG keybOARd
hAzARd

Series «Hazard» combines devices with unique features and design. 

Keyboard Canyon «Hazard» is made in a minimalistic design and 

embodies all the necessary functions. It has two colors of LED backlight, 

rubber base firmly holds the keyboard at the table surface. Typing is 

the same easy, as on the mechanical, and it is significant that typing is 

very comfortable during typesetting as well as gaming. The keyboard 

also has a game mode that locks down Windows key. In addition, the 

keyboard case is made of innovative alloy «Avial» (Aluminium alloy), 

which used in aircraft construction. «Hazard» keyboard has excellent 

functionality. It is real pleasure to use it and, by the way, it looks great.

CNS-SKB7-HU 8717371864095

CNS-SKB7-RU 8717371864071

CNS-SKB7-US 8717371864088



Connectivity Technology
Braided cable with magnetic

ferrite ring

Interface USB

Number of Keys 104

Number of Hot Keys 16 (combinations of functions)  

Keys type Enhanced membrane

Electronic life cycle 20 million times

Keyboard Layout QWERTy (Russian layout)

Keyboard Features
multimedia Function; Wrist rest; 

aluminum plates; 

LED backlight: Blue, orange

Requires Operating System microsoft Windows, oS

Certifications cE, RoHS

External Color black

Included Accessories Wrist rest

Package style Premium carton box

Package Type Retail

SPeSial FUNCtiONalitY

The keyboard has three high-speed mode, which can be used 
during the gaming process and thereby reduce the delay time 

of keys from standard 8ms to extremely fast - 4ms

ZONe baCKliGHt

The keys are easy visible even in a low light.
They have individually adjustable backlight brightness level. 

Cursor keys and block A, W, S, D has different colors for 
better distinguishability. 

briGHt DeSiGN

The unique breathtaking design of the 
device has aggressive look. Stylish LED 

elements, turn your device into a real 
spacecraft of the future.

WriSt reSt aS a GiFt

You will be able to rest your wrists during long battles and 
world saving missions. 

FirM DeSiGN

The keyboard case is made of innovative alloy «Avial» 
(Aluminium alloy), which is used in aircraft construction and 
has a remarkable stability and immobility during gaming 
battles. Push-button mechanism is specifically designed by
CANYON engineers. This mechanism duplicates pressing of
mechanical buttons, designed for exceptional reliability, can
withstand heavy loads of up to 20 million keystrokes, and
before getting into the hands of the buyer, each device was
tested under more than 20 tests.

GaMe MODe

Deadlock of «Windows» key 
prevents «flyouts» from the game.



eNTRy-LeVeL 
GAMiNG keybOARd
VALiANT

Keyboard CANYON SKB6 is a membrane type device of high quality for entry-

level games without unnecessary functionality. The advantage of membrane

keyboards is almost a complete silence during the typing.

The keys are highlighted, what makes possible to illuminate the dark room, giving

it a right mood for play sessions during the late nights. This keyboard is the 

embodiment of all the necessary functions in a stylish case.

It is an excellent choice for beginner gamers. If you are not ready to spend money 

for an expensive professional keyboard with large and complex functionality – 

safely buy CANYON SKB6.

CNS-SKB6-AD 8717371864484

CNS-SKB6-BG 8717371864453

CNS-SKB6-CZ 8717371864422

CNS-SKB6-HU 8717371864446

CNS-SKB6-KZ 8717371864491

CNS-SKB6-LT 8717371864460

CNS-SKB6-RU 8717371864415

CNS-SKB6-SK 8717371864439

CNS-SKB6-US 8717371864477



Connectivity Technology
Braided cable with magnetic

ferrite ring

Interface USB

Number of Keys 104

Number of Hot Keys 17 (combinations of functions)  

Keys type membrane

Electronic life cycle 10 million times

Keyboard Layout QWERTy (Russian layout)

Keyboard Features
multimedia Function; Wrist rest; 

LED backlight: Blue, orange

Requires Operating System microsoft Windows, oS

Certifications cE, RoHS

External Color Black with LED backlight

Included Accessories gift sticker

Package style Premium carton box

Package type Retail

eaSY tO WOrK aND PlaY

Stylish membrane light allows you to recognize easily keys in 
the dark, and the various backlighting options help to create 

individuality.

Cursor keys and block A, W, S, D has different colors for better 
distinguishability.

briGHt DeSiGN

Stylish LED elements, turn your device into 
a real spacecraft of the future.
Unique packaging distinguishes CANYON 
gaming accessories at the shelves from 
the competitors and stylish gift sticker will 
improve consumer’s mood.

FirM DeSiGN

The keyboard case and key mechanism are designed from  
durable and high quality plastic which can withstand heavy 
loads. Teflon base gives stability and braided cable with a 

ferrite ring will help to avoid the losses, milliseconds, which 
are so important during the game.

GaMe MODe

Deadlock of «Windows» key 
prevents «flyouts» from the game.



GIFT STICkEr IN EACH BOx 
OF CANYON GAMING SErIES!



Marketing:

Nataliya Grishina
 Canyon Marketing Director

n.grishina@canyon.eu

Svetlana but
Marketing Communications &

Trade Marketing Manager
s.but@canyon.eu

Business Development:

Denis Orlov
BDM Canyon PC & Gaming Acc

d.orlov@canyon.eu

http://www.canyon.eu/


